THE BETHANY PRE AND PRIMARY SCHOOL
STANDARD TWO TERMLY REPORT JULY TO SEPTEMBER- 2021
CLASS TEACHER’S NAME: MR DAUDI YAKOBO MAYALA
Dear Mrs. Zephaniah, I am gladly happy and thankful to our almighty God for protecting us since we
started this term, which began on 5th of July 2021 until now. Am here to present to you my class termly
report, which explains the teaching and learning process, on how was going in standard two this term,
as follows;
THE QUALITY OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
To ensure the quality of teaching and learning in standard two, I have been providing motivations and
using real objects which demonstrate effective teaching and learning process in the class. Examples of
those motivations are sweets and sugarcanes for the pupils who are doing well in different areas.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF PUPILS
In this term, I have seen big improvements in standard two since when the pupils started using pens.
Now, the pupils are able to form letters especially sky letters, ground letters and writing sentences by
cursive handwriting by using pens.
All these achievements of standard two were due to the academic strategies which I set in my class to
help my children in academic matters.



Individual reading assessments.
Doing math’s warm-up every day.



Doing spellings.

AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENTS.
As a class teacher, I have planned to create a conducive environment for the pupils who are
struggling in their studies. my plan is to use different ways including table teaching and using
remedial time to teach them accordingly the areas which they are struggling.
CLASS TARGETS
Class targets in standard two class this term, we have achieved the following targets.




Writing numbers from 101 to 1000 both in word and figure
Speaking English.
Reading word loudly by recognizing initial and last sounds in words.

DIFFERETIATION
As a class teacher, I put more efforts in the class by challenging both slow learners and fast learners. Not
only that but also, I used to listen pupils individually reading different story books

NEXT TIME
Through this achievements which I have this term in standard two, next time as class teacher I have
planned to work together with my fellow teachers who will be teaching in standard two next term.
To supervise pupils in their handwriting and writing skills in order to improve their handwritings.
CHALLENGES

In every achievement there is a challenge, the big challenges which I faced this term it was lack of
maximum cooperation among parents about looking after homeworks. Some homework exercise books
were brought back dirty to school and others exercise were wet. Another challenge was about
absentees, some pupils were not coming to school without any information.

SUGGESTIONS
As a class teacher of standard two, I suggest the following for the next term.



3rs seminar for key stage one and preschool teachers which will enable both preschool and key
stage one teacher to match with this new curriculum.
Special awards or certificate for the class which will perform well academic matters and other
schools activities.

These awards will bring positive performance for both teachers and pupils, through competing
themselves by challenging each class.
THANKFULNESS
Generally, I would like to say thanks to Mrs. Zephaniah, our school head teacher for being closely with
us class teachers through passing in the classroom checking pupils work, doing observation and giving
us feedback and advice where by necessary in order to improve the quality of teaching and learning in
the class . May God bless you and continue being with such a sprit.
Finally, I would like to give thanks to the UK team and all the Bethany sponsors who are serving the
Bethany vision for providing their contributions in supporting teaching and learning process esp
upecially, by providing funds which enable us to buy teaching and learning resources example lesson
plans, exercise books, chalks , pens, books and etc. May God bless you all in your daily activities.
1 Corinthians 3: 9
Yours in Christian,
MR DAUDI YAKOBO MAYALA
STANDARD TWO CLASS TEACHER

